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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The most simple distribution of the orientation of the molecular angular

momentum, J, is the isotropic one, which means that all orientations occur

with equal probability. In any nonequilibrium situation the distribution of

the orientations of J need not to be isotropic, and preferential orientations

of the angular momenta can be induced. We will speak loosely about any such

deviation from isotropy as "alignment of J". In the research which is the

subject of this thesis, the production of alignment is studied in a crossed

molecular beam apparatus. In this experiment a Na2 beam is crossed in vacuum

with a He beam, and the result of a single collision between a Na2 molecule

and a He atom is studied. In the collision the Na2 molecule can pick up or

loose rotational energy and the orientation of its angular momentum can

change. These effects of the nonspherical interaction can cause an initially

isotropic distribution of J to become aligned. The production of this

alignment is measured under different scattering conditions.

Alignment in a bulk gas has been the subject of extensive investigations,

ever since it was discovered that alignment of J can be observed by measuring

the field effects on the transport properties of dilute gases [Bee 74].

Another way to observe the angular momentum alignment in a gas is to measure

the birefringence which it produces. This was first observed by Baas in a gas

flow [Baa 71, 77]. Modern kinetic theory gives a clear description of the

field effects on transport properties and of flow birefringence, in terms of

effective collision cross sections which determine production and decay of the

alignment. However, because of statistical averaging over scattering angles

and collision energies, no detailed information has been obtained [Hou 85a,

Maz 85, Hou 85b]. In molecular beam experiments collisions take place under

well-defined conditions and alignment can be studied for selected velocities

and internal states. The experiments that are described in this thesis were

performed to investigate the production of alignment under these most simple

conditions.

So far the largest effort in molecular beam scattering has been in

obtaining cross sections. One often hears the opinion that 'the differential



cross section is the most fundamental experimentally measurable quantity'

[McL 81], This opinion is fallacious: alignment production is a no less

fundamental quantity and it can be measured. Measurements of alignment

production are essentially different from the determination of cross sections

in the sense that in general neither one can be calculated from the other, as

can be seen from the following arguments. Knowledge of the differential cross

sections makes it possible to calculate the distribution over the projection

quant'Jin numbers, mj, after scattering from the distribution before scattering.

FrO' this rrij distribution the alignment production can only be calculated if

the quantization axis coincides with an axis of symmetry in the distribution

of J. If it does not, the mj distribution has to be known in other directions

as well, and this information cannot be obtained from the differential cross

sections. This is related to the loss of information in going over from the

S-matrix to cross sections: the phase relations that are lost are essential in

the calculation of alignment.

1.2 Scattering calculations

Exact quantum mechanical calculations are impractical for collision

energies which allow more than a few J-levels to be accessed. To overcome this

problem several approximation methods iiave been suggested which reduce the

computer time needed to calculate the desired cross sections. One of the most

successful approximations to date and applicable when the potential well depth

is small compared to the collision energy, is the "centrifugal sudden",

"coupled states" or "CS" approximation [Kou 79]. The most essential property

of the CS approximation is that in this approximation mj is conserved along

some quantization axis. This axis depends on the type of CS approximation that

is used; formerly the conservation axis was chosen either along the initial

relative velocity of the particles or along the final relative velocity. This

choice yields unphysical results if cross sections for Am. transitions are
j

calculated [McL 84]. Recently a much better variety was found, called

CS(X.av), which conserves mj along the geometric apse. This rector nearly

coincides, in most cases, with the momentum transfer vector, AP=k -k, (kf

and kj are the outgoing and incoming wave vectors respectively). That

conservation of mj along this axis is not unrealistic was shown by Schinke et

al. [Sch 80] and by Khare et al. [Kha 81]. The arguments are very simple and

based on the assumption of an instantaneous, impulsive, collision: the total



angular momentum is conserved in the collision, hence the change in molecular

angular momentum is compensated by a change in orbital angular momentum,

AJ = -A(R x P) . (1)

When the collision ta'es place very rapidly, the relative position, R, of the

scattering partners does not change while the angular momentum is exchanged.

This enables us to approximate equation (1) by

AJ = -R x AP . (2)

This shows that AJ is perpendicular to AP in the limiting case of impulsive

collisions, which means that the projection of J on the momentum transfer

vector is conserved.

The CS(it ) approximation therefore yields very good cross sections when

the impulsive approximation is not too bad. In particular when the cross

sections are averaged over the magnetic quantum number, such as cross sections

for rotational energy transfer, the CS cross sections are as good as the

(exact) cross sections calculated from the close coupled equations [Jon 82,

Kha 80, Fit 80, Fit 81, Kha 82]. However, there are still many doubts about

the applicability of the CS approximation in the cases when the orientation of

J is involved. It is known, for instance, that the production cross section

for alignment in a viscous flow of dilute H2 in He cannot be calculated with

confidence in the CS approximation [Liu 82].

In principle the alignment production in inelastic collisions can be

calculated in the CS approximation. It was, however, considered outside the

scope of this thesis to perform the actual calculations. It is possible,

however, to predict the direction of the alignment and to calculate the degree

of alignment to some extent with the help of a simple model based on the same

assumptions that were used in the CS approximation, namely a sudden collision

with conservation of the projection of J on the momentum transfer vector. This

model is discussed in chapter IV. The differences between these model

predictions and the experimental data give more insight in the limitations of

the CS approximation and it will be argued that it is possible that deviations

from a strict mj conservation can be experimentally observed in Na2~He

scattering.



1.3 A survey of mj-sensitive experiments

To date only a few mj-sensitive scattering experiments have been

reported. This section will therefore be allotted to a brief description of

the experimental methods that were used and to the kind of results that have

been obtained. Two methods have been employed to study the effects of the

orientation of the angular momenta. One way is to make a full state selection

of the quantum number J and the projection quantum number, mj, by means of

electrostatic or magnetic beam deflection techniques. These deflection

techniques use the electric dipole moment of polar molecules (LiF, CsF, NO

etc.), or the magnetic dipole moment for H2, to deflect the beam in an

inhomogeneous field and subsequently refocus one particular (J,mj)-state

through a collimator. The advantage of this method is the full state selection

that can be achieved. Unfortunately not all (J,mj)-states can be selected and

separation of the different mj-levels only works for very low J-levels.

This technique has first been used by Bennewitz, Kramer, Paul and

Toennies to produce a beam of T1F in the (1,0) rotational state [Ben 64]. By

changing the electric field direction it is possible to produce a beam in

either the (1,0) or the (1,1) state. They measured the ratio of the total

cross section for both orientations ar;d thereby measured the anisotropy in the

long range interaction.

Zandee and Reuss have probed the anisotropy in the tota) cross section of

molecular hydrogen [Zan 77] by scattering H2 in the (J=1, mj=0)-state, and

different orientations of the quantization axis, with a noble gas.

Tsou, Auerbach and Wharton studied the differential cross section for the

system LiF on Ar. "hey measured the difference in cross section between LiF in

the (1,0)-state and LiF in the J=1 state without state selection of

mj [Tso 79].

Borkenhagen, Malthan and Toennies reported fully state selected cross

sections o(J.,m.,J.,m ) for small angle scattering of CsF by various

scattering partners [Bor 79].

Thuis, Stolte and Reuss investigated the anisotropy in the total

collision cross section for NO with various scattering partners [Thu 79].

Finally, Meyer and Toennies have obtained absolute inelastic cross

sections for grazing collisions of CsF, CsCl and KC1 with noble

gases [Mey 81].

Another method to measure the effects of the orientation of the angular

10



momentum is tc use the dependence of the optical excitation probability upon

nij. This method was used in the omy alignment study that was reported to

date. In this experiment Visser measured the alignment production in a Naj

beam when passing through a scattering gas [I/is 771.

To date no data were reported on the alignment in a differential

scattering experiment.

1.1 Outline of the thesis

In chapter II it is shown how the angular momentum alignment in a

molecular beam can be d~'°rmined using laser-induced fluorescence in

combination with precessior he angular momenta ;n a magnetic field. After

a general analysis of the mef.od, some results are presented to illustrate the

possibilities ..if the met'od.

The experimental setup is described in detail in chapter III.

In chapter IV experimental data are presented on the alignment proouetion

for Naj molecules that made a collision induced transition from Ĵ  to a Jj.

state. Magnitude as well as direction of the alignment have been determined

for scattering with several scattering partners and for a large number of

scattering angles and (J.+J.) transitions.

The last chapter deals with the total alignment production in a final

J-state, i.e. without state selection of the initial rotational state.

11
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CHAPTER II

PRECESSION INDUCED MODULATION OF FLUORESCENCE

2.1 Introduction

The orientation of the angular momentum, J, of a rotating molecule

together with the rotational energy constitute the ingredients that complicate

the oollisional behavior of nonspherical molecules and make these so different

from the behavior of atoms.

The earliest investigations on the influence of the angular momentum on

molecular scattering were made in experiments on the transport properties of

gases. It was shown by Beenakker and others [Bee 7*0 that the orientational

distribution of J becomes nonisotropic in a nonequilibrium situation, such as

a gas /'lowing through a capillary. However, because of the statistical

averaging over different scattering angles and collision energies inherent to

bulk experiments, no detailed information about the influence of collisions on

the orientational distribution of J could be obtained.

Molecular beam techniques make it possible in principle to investigate

collisions unaer ideal, well-defined, conditions with state selection before

and after the scattering. Several groups have applied this technique to study

orientational effects in collisions. They measured either cross sections (for

a review see LThu 79]) or the alignment of the angular momenta after

scattering [Vis 77a]. (For simplicity we will call all deviations from

isotropy "alignment" and denote the principal axis of this distribution with

the "direction" of the alignment.) It should be noted here that observations

of cross sections and of alignment are not equivalent. Both techniques have

their special merits. The cross sections are more sensitive to the details in

the potential interaction, whereas the alignment gives information about the

collision dynamics and symmetries in the interaction. Those symmetries are

reflected in the orientational distribution of the angular momenta after the

collision. This makes alignment the preferable probe for the study of

collision dynamics. For instance, a possible rotational symmetry around the

momentum transfer vector will show up as a distribution with axial symmetry.

Hence it can be expected that measurements of the magnitude and direction of

the alignment provide a sensitive test for various approximation methods in

which (near) symmetries in collisions are used to simplify the calculation of



cross sections.

In molecular beam scattering experiments two methods have been used so

far to measure alignment. Traditionally the polarization of the fluorescence

light is used to detect alignment [Feo 61]. In this way the alignment of

excited reaction products can be measured [Fan 73]. With the advent of the

laser th>s method was extended to nonreactive collisions using the

polarization of laser-induced fluorescence [Sin 7^]. The second

method [Vis 77b] also uses laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). In contrast to

the first method, not the polarization of the fluorescence is detected, but

Figure 1

The experimental setup.

Aligned moleaules are produced in the scattering of a Na3 beam and a He beam.

Molecules scattered over 0 first pass through a solenoid magnet, then they
13D

pass a crossing laeer beam which produces the laser-induced fluorescence.

The fluorescence is detected by a photomultiplier, PM.

The Vector diagram shows the directions of magnetic field, Ban, laser

polarisation, Ê, molecular velocity, v^a and the direction in which the

fluorescence is detected, PM.
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the total fluorescence intensity is measured as a function of an applied

magnetic field. This field rotates the alignment with respect to the fixed

laser polarization through precession of the angular momenta. We will refer to

this method as precession _induced modulation _of fluorescence (PIMOF) .

In our investigations of collision induced alignment in differential

scattering, we have chosen to use PIMOF rather than the polarization

measurements mainly because PIMOF gives direct information not only about the

degree of alignment but also about the direction of the alignment. In

measurements of the polarization of the fluorescence this can only be obtained

by observing the fluorescence in more than one direction [Cas 78] which is

experimentally complicated.

The analysis and the use of the PIMOF method as presented by Visser are

limited. The description is valid only in the high-J limit and can be used

only for analysis of alignment that shows axial symmetry around the molecular

beam axis. Our aims are to use PIMOF for the determination of alignment

production in differential scattering, for any J-level and for all possible

directions of the alignment. Therefore we present 'aere a new and general

analysis of the method together with some of the results to show the

advantages and possibilities of precession induced modulation of fluorescence.

2.2 The PIMOF method

2.2.1 A simple picture

A setup for PIMOF is shown in figure 1. Aligned molecules are produced in

a crossed molecular beam experiment. Those molecules that are scattered over

the selected scattering angle can enter the detection chamber in which the

alignment is measured. The molecules first pass through a solenoid magnet.

After passage through the field they cross a linearly polarized laser beam.

The laser is tuned to resonance with a transition out of one ro-vibrational

level of the molecule. The subsequently emitted fluorescence is monitored. The

probability for excitation of a molecule depends on the orientation of J with

respect to the polarization, e, of the laser beam because the transition

dipole moment, p. , is coupled with J. For a nonisotropic distribution of J,

n(J), the fluorescence intensity will therefore depend on the direction of the

alignment of n(J) with respect to E.

In the magnetic field the angular momentum of the molecules will precess

around the magnetic field axis due to the interaction of the molecular

17
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Figure 2

Modulation of the fluorescence intensity by precession of the angular momenta.

The fluorescence intensity depends on the orientation of the principal axis,

I, of the angular momentum distribution, n(J), with respect to the laser

polarization, c. Initially the angle between s and z is a. The precession

rotates s over an angle g to s' . The fluorescence intensity then shows a

minimum when a+B=O modulo u.

The amplitude of the oscillation is proportional to the degree of alignment,

and the phase of the oscillation can be used to determine a.

18



magnetic dipole moment, y , with the magnetic field. For a linear molecule the
J

simplest situation is that of a linear Zeeman Hamiltonian; the precession

frequency is given by [Ram 56]

where gj is the rotational g-factor and B is the magnetic field strength. The

molecules spend a time T=L/V in the field, with L the length of the magnet and

v the molecular velocity. In this time the angular momenta will have rotated

over the Zeeman precession angle

Thus also n(J) is rotated over an angle 6 . In this way the fluorescence

intensity can be modulated by changing the field strength (see figure 2). The

modulation depth is a measure for the degree of alignment and from the phase

of the modulation the direction of the alignment is found.

2.2.2 Outline of the calculation

We intend to derive an expression for the dependence of the fluorescence

intensity, If^» on the magnetic field strength for any orientation of the

laser polarization in the scattering plane and for arbitrary orientational

distributions of J. To achieve this we will first derive an expression for the

fluorescence intensity. The dependence on the magnetic field strength can then

simply be implemented as a rotation of the frame of reference, because the

magnetic field merely rotates the alignment with respect to the optical

detection system which is fixed in the laboratory.

In the ideal case the precession angle, &„, is the same for all molecules

but in reality we have to consider the spread in B7 due to interactions of the
Lt

nuclear spin with J and furthermore to the difference in residence time in the

field for molecules with different velocities. This averaging over 6_ will
Li

quench the modulation of the fluorescence (see figure 3). To determine the

amount of quenching we will consider the precession in the magnetic field in

detail in section 2.2.5.

19



2.2.3 The fluorescence intensity

The fluorescence intensity will in general depend on the polarization of

the incoming laser beam with respect to the orientational distribution of the

transition dipole moments of the molecules, and on the direction in which the

photons are collected. We will use the treatment of Greene and Zare [Gre 83]

who derived a general expression for the intensity of laser-induced

fluorescence. Starting point is the expression for the fluorescence intensity

of a transition from Jg to Jf for a given molecule that is excited from Ji to

Figure 3

Quenching of the oscillations in AI/I(0) due to the spread in precession

angle.

In the case that all molecules preaess over the fame angle B for a given

field strength B, AI(B)/I(0) is given by curve I (cf. figure 2).

In reality there is a considerable spread in 6 for one magnetic field

strength, for instance due to the spread in molecular velocities; as is

illustrated in the lower figure. This will aause a quenching of the

oscillations, curve II.
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Je by resonant absorption of a photon (figure t),

I = C I <| I (f |ed.r|e)(e |ea.r|i)|
2> . (3)

mf me

Here, e and E . are the polarization vectors of the absorbed and detected
3 Cl

photons respectively and r is the dipole operator. Greene and Zare recouple

the polarization vectors and dipole operators with the angular momentum

recoupling algebra of Fano and Racah [Fan 59] to separate the polarization

vectors and dipole operators and arrive at their final expression,

I = CS I Ak e(k ,k .k,q;fl) ui(k ,k ,k;J ,J ,J ) . (t)
kd,ka,k,q

 q d a d a l e 1

A|5 is the alignment tensor containing the information about the nonsphericity

of the distribution. The polarization tensor e(k ,k ,k,q;Q) contains the

angles in the problem: the direction of the principal axis of the alignment

tensor and the polarization and propagation direction of laser and detected

photons. The tensor io(k ,k ,k;J.,J ,J.) gives the dependence on the J-level
Q a l e t

and transition used for the excitation.

The alignment parameters Â j are defined as the mean values of the

monopole, quadrupole and hexadecupole combinations of the angular momentum

operators JV,J,, and J, operating on the initial state, |i>. The order of the
A y ^ '

Figure 4

The emission of laser-induced fluoveseenee.

The laser is tuned to a transition in the X-A band of Na2>

The molecules are excited by the laser from the initial state |i> to the

excited state |e> and they emit the fluoresoence in spontaneous decay to the

final state |f>.
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alignment is given b; the index k and q denotes the symmetry of the alignment.

The elements of interest here are given by

A° = 1 (5)

Ao =

J2 - J2 ±i(J J + J J )
|-̂  Ï - ^ 3UL|

J
(7)

For the definitions of e(k ,k ,k,q;ft) and to(k ,k ,k;J. ,J ,J„) we refer
Q 3 Q 3. 1 e f

to the original article by Greene and Zare. The angles needed in the

calculation of e(k ,k ,k,q;fi) can be found from the vector diagram in
0 3

figure 1 which shows the configuration of the molecular velocity, the

direction of observation of the fluorescence and the propagation direction and

polarization of the laser beam. In our experiment two angles remain as free

parameters in the calculation: a, defined as the angle between the molecular

velocity and the principal axis of the alignment tensor, and n which is the

angle between the molecular velocity and the laser polarization. The

parameter a will have to be determined from the experimental data. It is an

interesting quantity because it gives the direction of the principal axis of

the alignment tensor, which reflects the symmetries in the process that

produced the alignment. It is convenient to have the option to perform

measurements of the alignment with different orientations of the laser

polarization, i.e. different values of p, as will be shown in the discussion.

In our experimental setup, where the nonisotropic distribution of J is

produced by differential scattering, the principal axis of the angular

momentum distribution, s, is in the scattering plane because of mirror

symmetry. The propagation direction of the probe laser is chosen perpendicular

to the scattering plane. Therefore both a and n are angles in the scattering

plane. A consequence of the mirror symmetry with respect to the scattering
k k

plane is a reduction for independent alignment parameters, A =A for

alignment with mirror symmetry [Cas 78].

The summation of equation (2) was performed using "Reduce", a computer

language for formula manipulation [Hea 83]. For vertical polarization of the

22



fluorescent photon, the intensity is

A 5 / 6 A ) J + (9A + 6/iOA3/7OAJJ)J)]/J . (8)

The intensity of the horizontally polarized photons is

-2cos (2a-2n) ((1 5 A + 5 / 6 A )

CC30A

(9)

In these expressions the Jn are polynomials in J which are given by the

expressions (A1)-(A20) in the appendix.

The total fluorescence is detected so the measured intensity is the sum

of the vertical and horizontal polarized intensities

Ifl - IH + Iv . (10)

2.2.^ The influence of the magnetic field on the fluorescence intensity

In the simple situation that we have a linear Zeeman Hamiltonian, all

molecules with the same velocity will rotate over the same angle B_,
Li

formula (2). whU means that the principal axis of the alignment tensor is

rotated over B? from s to s' (see figure 1). Since both the magnetic field and

the probirg laser oeam are perpendicular to the scattering plane, ri,

a and Bz are angles in that plane.

The fluorescence intensity with a nonzero magnetic field is thus found

simply by adding Bz to a in expressions (8) and (9) for the fluorescence

intensity. The relative change in fluorescence intensity, . . , is then

given by



AI I(B)-I(B = O) i., (a,B,Ti) - I (a.O.n)
1 1 . (11)

1(0) I(B=O) Ifl(a,O,Ti)

The full expression for equation (11) with equations (8) and (9) inserted is

given in the appendix, formula (A21). From thi? formula we can recover the

expression of Visser [Vis 77b] if we take the high-J limit, keeping only AQ as

a nonzero alignment parameter and letting a=0 and n=0. With these

simplifications formula (A21) reduces to

I(B)-I(B=O) ^ 2

_
I(B=0) " 98 - 55A2 •

Equation (12) is the same as -he expression giver by Visser if we take the

slightly different definition of the alignment parameter into account:

A =-a_ ... in the high-J limit.
0 5 2,Visser a

In an experiment the fluorescence intensity will be measured as a

function c*" the magnetic field B, i.e. as a function of g. From formula (A21 )

it can be seen that in our configuration the noncylindrical symmetric

contribution to the alignment tensor, AS., has the same B-dependence as the

cylinder-symmetric component, AQ. This renders it impossible to discriminate
? P Op

between the AS and AS contributions. Furthermore, AS and AS occur always in
2 2

the same combination, 3A +/6A , except for two terms in the denominator.

Therefore we can approximate equation (A21) by replacing all occurrences of

combinations of A2 with the parameter A2 which is a weighted sum of both

original parameters

A = A2 + — A 2 C\7)
2 0 3 2 " l l j ;

The two terms in the denominator with a different combination of kt will cause
p p

the observed Aj to deviate slightly, for given AQ and Aj, from the value

expected on the basis of equation (Vi). This correction is small, less than a

percent, except when A | is much larger than AQ.

As will be shown later the contributions of the AI* do not need to be

included in our experimental circumstances to establish a good fit of the

experimental data. Therefore we can use then the simplest form of

equation (A21)

2'4



= A2[15cos(26+2a-2n)(J6+2J1) + 30cos(2B+2a)Jg

- l5cos(2a-2n)(J 6 +2J 1 ) - 30cos (2a ) J g ] /

[15A_cos(2a-2n)(J,+2J,) + 30A_cos(2a)JD - cos(2n)(7J +5AOJQ)2 o 1 d o i d o

- 7(J 9+2J 3) + 10A 2 (J 1 0 -J„) ] . (14)

Note that formula (14) is only valid in the ideal case that all molecules have

the same precession angle. The complications arising from the spread in

6 will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.5 The consequences of nonuniform precession

The simple picture of the Zeeman precession of a magnetic dipole in a

magnetic field (equation (1)) is complicated by the interactions of the

nuclear magnetic dipole moment with the field, by the interaction of the

nuclear electric quadrupole moment with the electrical charge distribution in

the molecule and by the spin-rotational interaction. These interactions depend

very much on the molscule that is studied and we will limit ourselves from now

on to the interaction of the magnetic field with Naj, which is the molecule we

used in our experiments. The complete Hamiltonian of the interaction is given

by [Ram 56]

~M,-B -p.. .6 + c I .J + H
J pNu sr q

with

VL. is the resultant nuclear magnetic moment and I is the resultant nuclear

spin of the homonuclear diatomic, 1=3̂ +1.-,. The spin rotational coupling

constant, e s r, is very small compared with the NEQ coupling constant eqQ

(|csr|=0.17 kHz; eqQ/h=-46H kHz [Ros 75]), therefore the spin-rotational

interaction will be neglected hereafter. The problem can be treated in two

approximations, the high field limit and the low field limit. The high field
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limit is applicable when the NEQ interaction can be treated as a perturbation.

In the low field limit the NEQ interaction is dominant. Both situations occur

in the experiment: the high field limit is valid inside the magnet and the low

field limit should be applied for the precession in the stray field outside

the solenoid.

The high field limit is reached when I and J decouple. This decoupling

happens at about 50 Oersted. The proper quantum numbers in this limit are J,

rrij, Ip m1 , Ij and m2. The energy levels can now be shown, in first order

perturbation theory, to be [Bro 64]

E = 8 V B + W V m ) B " Ü k C3m2

In this approximation the precession frequency is found by taking the

difference in energy between two neighboring rrij levels divided by h

«) = u_ + u
Z q

g U 3 eqQ 2m -1
_ J. M D _ J

u
2(2J+3)h 2J-1 *

The factor k depends on the m1, m2 states. For sodium with nuclear spin 3/2,

k=0 for |m |;*|m | and k=+1 for |m.| = |m_| [Bro 6H]. This means that for some

nuclear spin states the contributions from both nuclei cancel and the

precession frequency in the high field limit for those molecules is, in first

approximation, equal to the Zeeman precession frequency. If k^O then u is

much larger than oo„, for all J-levels and all fields used in the experiment.

Since u is very large and depends on rrij the spread in precession angles for

those molecules is very large. It has been shown by Visser [Vis 77b] that the

oscillations in AI/KO) (equation (A21)) will be quenched completely for that

part of the fluorescence that originates from molecules with W O .

In table I it can be seen that for even J the fraction of the molecules

with M O is smaller (1/3) than for odd J (3/5), therefore the experiments were

carried out with even J-levels.

The high field limit is valid inside the magnet but the molecules also

travel in the stray field outside the solenoid. In some cases this will give

rise to an additional spread in precession angle. In the stray field the low

field limit should be applied. In this limit I and J are strongly coupled

together to form the resultant F, so F and mp will be good quantum numbers. In
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Table I

Ortho and para modifications of

Modifi-

cation

ortho

para

J

odd

even

Symmetry

of spin state

symmetric

antisymmetric

Number of

spin states

•o ij

• i ;

k

1
0

1
0

the presence of a small field, F will precess around the field axis, the

precession frequency is given by

gT-g.
1 J 1

2F(F+1) (18)

For Na2 the atomic spin is 3/2 and I can be 0, 1, 2 or 3. Symmetry requires,

however, that for even J even I be selected and for odd J-levels odd I. The

precession frequencies for the six possible states with even J are shown in

table II. The precession frequencies become independent of the ni;clear spin

state and converge to the Zeeman precession frequency in the high-J limit. For

low J-levels the deviations are considerable because the nuclear g-factor,

g^i.176, is large compared with the rotational g-factor, g.=0.0389. The
J

precession frequency not only deviates from w but it is also different for

molecules in the same J-level, this will cause the precession angles to spread

out in the stray field.

For very small J-levels, the difference in precession angle for different

spin states is so large that, together with the spreading due to the velocity

distribution, all oscillations in 41/1(0) will be quenched. For large J-levels

no quenching due to the stray field occurs.



Table II

Precession frequencies in the low field limit, even J

I

0

2

2

2

2

2

F

J

J - 2

J -1

J

J+1

J+2

"low

"Z

-,(1 - £ *)

*z(, - j% Ag)

^(1+^Agï

<V1 + j - r f e A«)
2

UZ J+2 g

Ag =
grgj

Summarizing we can state that AI/I(0) (formula (A21)) will be partly

quenched. The rate of quenching, denoted with the parameter Q (0<Q<1), depends

on the J-level. For high J-levels the stray field is not important and Q=1/3

for even J and Q=3/5 for odd J. For lower J-levels there is an additional

quenching due to the nonuniform precession in the stray field of the magnet,

this makes Q larger. For J=2 the quenching is complete and Q=1. It can be

shown that the fluorescence can be split in a quenched part and a nonquenched

part

I(B)-I(B=0) [Q IQ * Ifl(a,B,n)] - Ifl(a,0,n)

I(B=0)

with the quenched part,

Ifl(o,0,n)
(19)

I defined as
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1 2}
IQ(a,n) = ̂  ƒ Ifl(a,6,n) dB . (20)

Averaging over the velocity distribution remains to be done for the

nonquenched part. This is achieved by numerical integration of I f l convoluted

with the velocity distribution,

<Ifl(a,B,n)>v = ƒ f(v) Ifl(a,B(v),n) dv . (21)

The dependence of 8 on v is given in equation (2). f(v) is the velocity

distribution and can be written as [Vis 77a]

c M
f(v)dv - v2 exp |-2 — - (v-U)2} dv , (22)

c 2U
v

with the Mach number, M, and the average beam velocity U as the free

parameters.

Equation (19) will be used, after averaging over the velocity

distribution, to fit the experimental data.

2.3 An experiment using PIMOF to determine the alignment

2.3.1 The experimental setup

We have used PIMOF to investigate the production of alignment in

differential scattering of Na£ by He in a molecular beam apparatus. The

results of these investigations will be reported in chapters IV and V. Here we

will only give a general outline of the experimental setup and present some

typical results to demonstrate the possibilities and accuracy of PIMOF.

The experimental setup is shown in figure 1. A supersonic sodium beam is

crossed with a supersonic helium beam. Scattered molecules can enter the

detection chamber where the alignment is determined. Both beam sources can be

rotated together around a vertical axis, which goes through scattering center,

for measurements at different scattering angles. In the detection chamber the

PIMOF devices are located: the magnetic field, the probe laser beam and the

detection optics.

State selection of a rotational level before scattering, J^, can be

achieved by optical pumping [Dru 69, Dru 73] with a laser tuned to resonance

with a transition in the X-A band of Na2 originating from this J^level; in
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this way the J^-level is emptied. The probe laser is tuned to a transition in

the same band, but originating from level Jf. By switching the optical pumping

on and off, the differential cross section a(J.,J_,9) can be determined from

the change in fluorescence intensity [Ber 80]. The alignment of molecules that

made a transition from Jj to Jf can then be determined with PIMOF.

2.3.2 Results

Some typical experimental results are presented in figures 5 and 6.

Measured values of AI/I(0) are plotted versus the current through the solenoid

magnet. Both figures show the alignment of the elastically scattered

molecules, AJ=0. Figure 5 shows the data for J=28; the high-J limit in the

analysis is valid here. The data for J=8 in figure 6 show clearly that the

oscillations are much more quenched as compared with figure 5 due to the stray

field. In the measurements in figure 6 the direction, n, of the laser

polarization was chosen to make AI(B)/I(O) symmetric in B. For lower J-levels

the sensitivity is increased this way because the mean value of 41/1(0) is

largest when AI/I(0) is symmetric in B, this increases the accuracy of Ap.

2.3.3 Discussion

Formula (A21) can be inserted in equation (19) to fit the data and

extract values for a and A2 and A^, but in our experimental situation we can

neglect the AQ and reduce the number of free parameters. This is obvious from

the following argument. With laser-induced fluorescence methods the

hexadeeupole moments of the alignment (the parameters AQ, AJJ and AJJ) can be

detected in principle and in our case they contribute terms with cosC^lg) to

the expression for AI/KO), equation (A21). The effect of adding terms

with cosCJB) to the terms with cos(2S) is to change the shape from a pure

cosine to a more cycloidal shape. From the shape of the data in figure 5 it

can be concluded that the coefficients A^ must be small, |A.|<0.1, and need

not be included to establish a good fit. We will therefore neglect their

contributions hereafter, and use equation (14).

Only two physically interesting parameters remain: a, the direction of

the alignment and A2, the magnitude of the alignment. The other, less

important, parameters in the fit are: n, Q, M and U. The orientation of the



laser polarization, n, is known. Q can be obtained from the fitting

procedure; for very high and very low J-levels Q is known. The velocity

averaging introduces the last two parameters, the Mach number, M, and the

average beam velocity U. Both can be inferred from other experiments [Vis 77b,

Ber 80].

The parameters A2, a and Q will have to be extracted from a best fit to

the data. If enough data points exist, as is the case with the measurements in

figure 5, then the Mach number and the average beam velocity can also be

determined. This yields an independent check on their estimated values. The

resultant fits are plotted in the figures, they describe the data within the

experimental uncertainty of the individual data points. The parameters from

the fit are also shown. For J=28, where the high-J limit is reached, Q has the

expected value: Q=1/3. For J=8 the high-J limit is clearly not valid, the dats

are fitted very well now with a Q of 0.78.

0.2

AL
1(0)

0.0

-0.2

-(U

Na2-He
AJ=O

J=28

-8 -6 -2 [A] 8
J-SOL _

Figure S

AI/K0), as a funation of the current through the solenoid magnet for the

elastic oolli&ion j,=28, Jf=28. ï^
e curve through, the data is a best fit with

the following parameters:

A2=0.58±0.03, a=66.5°+1.5°, M=7.5, Q=1/3.



A2 and a can be determined very precisely from the data, for J=28,

A2=0.58±0.03 and a=66.5° + 1.5°. For J=8 the extracted parameters are less

certain because of the strong quenching of the oscillation. Especially

a becomes difficult to measure for lower J-levels. If measurements are made

for J=2, the quenching is complete and no information at all can be obtained

about a. In that case, however, A2 and a can be obtained trom measurements

with different orientations of the probe laser polarization, the independence

is measured then and a can be extracted (see equation (1^)).

0.1

TB
o.o

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

-OX

Na2-He
AJ = O
eLAB=3
J=8

-8 -6 -2 [A]

Figure 6

41/1(0), as a funatun of the current through the solenoid magnet for the

elastic collision j.=8, Jf=8. The ouwe through the data is a best fit with

the following parameters:

A2=C.17±0.06, a=6H.0°±5.0°, M=6.5, Q=0.78.
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In conclusion one can say that PIMrF is an accurate and simple tool for

the determination of alignment in molecular beam scattering. The main

advantages are that it is not necessary to calibrate polarization detectors

because there is no need to detect the polarization of the fluorescence.

Furthermore, the direction of the principal axis of the angular momentum

distribution can be measured without the need to detect the fluorescence in

more than one direction. The method is applicable for a wide variety of

molecules as long as the polarization of the absorbed photon is directly

related to the orientation of the angular momentum, «J. In chapters IV and V we

will present the results of experiments with this method on elastic and

inelastic scattering of Nag by noble gases.
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APPENDIX

The polynomials in J which are used in equations (8) and (9) are given by

(A1)-(A10) for the case of P-excitation.

J1 = 12J5 - 1 óJ^ - 13J3 + 13J2 + J + 3 (AD

+ 4J3 - J2 + 2J +3) (A2)

J3 = 48J
5 - 112J4 + 32J3 + 64J2 - 35J + 3 (A3)

Jjj = 12J5 - 44J4 + 43J3 + 20J2 - 55J + 24 (A4)

J 5 = 210J (32J
6 - 80J5 + 32J4 + 4OJ3 - 22J2 - 5J + 3) (A5)

J6 = 16J
5 - 12J*4 - 36J3 + 15J2 + 20J - 3 (A6)

J7 = 16J
5 - 64J4 + 1O4J3 - 92J2 + 45J - 9 (A7)

Jg = 8J5 - 20J11 + 10J3 + 11J2 -18J + 9 (A8)

J9 = 112J
5 - 288J1* + 168J3 + 36J2 - 25J - 3 (A9)

J10 = 20J5 - 36J4 - 3J3 + 24J2 - 17J + 12 (A10)

and for R-excitation the polynomials are

J1 = JC^J4 + 76J3 + 17U 2 • 164J + 60) (All)

J2 = J
2(1J3 + 16J2 + 23J + 11) (A12)

J3 = 48J5 + 352Jk + 96OJ3 + 1184J2 + 621J + 90 (A13)

J^ = J(12J4 + 1O43 + 339J2 + 493J + 270) (A14)

J5 = 210 (32J
7 + 304J6 + 1184J5 + 2240J4 + 2858J3

+ 1891 J2 + 651J + 90) (A15)

J6 = JdóJ
14 + 92J3 + 172J2 + 109J + 10^ (A16)

J? = 16J
5 + 144J14 + 520J3 + WJ2 + 877J + 330 (A17)

J8 = ,1(8,^ + 6OJ
3 + 170J2 + 219J + 110) (A18)

Jg = 112J5 + 848J11 + 244OJ3 + 3316.J2 + 2119J + 510 (A19)

J10 = J(20J1) + 136J3 + 341J2 + 383J + 170) (A20)



Equation (11) , when ful ly wr i t ten out takes the following form

M
KO)

2+/£.2

2 . J . / / .2

+/6A

A V 6 A ) . ( A 2 1 )
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CHAPTER III

THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1 Introduction

In the experiment the alignment is measured of molecules that made a

scattering induced transition from one rotational level, J^, to another level,

Jj.. State selection of Jj is obtained by optical pumping with a laser beam

that crosses the Na2 beam directly after the expansion. Scanning over various

Jj. states is accomplished using a dye laser which probes the scattered

molecules.

The setup consists of three vacuum chambers (figure 1). The scattering

takes place in the main chamber where the Na2 beam is produced. The crossing

helium beam is made in the He-source chamber. It enters the main chamber

through the skimmer. The detection of the alignment takes place in the third

chamber: the detection chamber.

The molecules that are scattered over the selected (laboratory)

scattering angle, 0. , enter the detection chamber through a collimator. To

allow the study at different 0. ., both beam sources can be rotated together
J. 3D

around a vertical axis through the scattering center, keeping the alignment of

the molecular beams fixed with respect to each other. The detection chamber

and all the optics, including light baffles, polarizers and the laser beam

stay fixed. This makes the use of light baffles possible and greatly reduces

the risks of introducing systematic errors in the determination of the

direction of the alignment (for instance a spurious rotation of the laser

polarization due to the rotation of the optics when another scattering angle

is chosen).

3.2 The beam sources

3.2.1 ihe Na2 beam source

Sodium gas is produced in an oven in which liquid sodium is heated to

about 950 K. A beam of Na atoms with approximately 10? Na2 molecules is

produced by means of a supersonic expansion of sodium gas (pressure between 30

and 100 Torr) through a circular nozzle with a diameter of 0.2 mm. After the

expansion the beam is defined by a skimmer and a collimator downstream, both
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with 0.6 ram diameter. The surplus of sodium produced in the expansion is

trapped in a liquid nitrogen cooled cryopump. The properties of the Na-> beam

are:

- A high and homogeneous velocity of the molecules. A typical value for the

mean velocity, U, is 1450 m/s and the velocity spread, Av/U,

is 0.2 (FWHM).

- A low temperature of the internal degrees of freedom, the rotational

temperature, for instance, is about 70 K.

The sodium oven (figure 2) is filled under vacuum with 75 ml of liquid

sodium, enough to produce a beam for about 50 hours. The oven and nozzle

chambers (grade 304 stainless steel) are made from one piece except for the

DETECTION CHAMBER

-I8ER

Figure 1
Outline of the experimental setup. The setup is divided into three vacuum

chambers: the main chamber, the He source chamber and the detection chamber.

The sodium beam source can be rotated together with the helium beam source

about a oertioal axis through the scattering center to select different

scattering angles,
C=flexible curtain to reduce leaks between main chamber and He source chamber.

L=lens, ^mirror, y=nozzle, PM=photomultiplier, S=skimmer, /^position of the

crossing probe laser beam.



back wall of the oven chamber which is argon-arc welded to the rest of the

workpiece. The nozzle chamber is kept at a higher temperature than the oven

chamber to prevent condensation of sodium in the nozzle. The nozzle and oven

chambers are connected by a 2 mm wide, 50 mm long capillary. This long

capillary has many advantages over a simple orifice. First of all, it is

possible to fill the oven without contaminating the nozzle chamber with liquid

sodium. Furthermore, the capillary discourages two processes that make the

proper functioning of the Nag-source impossible. One of these processes is

that the liquid, which wettens the wall of the oven, flows into the capillary

and fills it completely because of the strong capillary forces. The

over-pressure in the oven chamber will then pump liquid sodium into the nozzle

chamber making the proper functioning of the beam source impossible. Our long

capillary far inside the oven chamber makes the flow of liquid into the

OFHC COPPER
GASKET

NOZZLE
HOLE

OFHC COPPER
GASKET

THERMO COAX HEATER

NOZZLE-
CHAMBER

OVEN CHAMBER

Figure 2

The Na2 beam source.

The beam source is divided into two chambers: the oven chamber with the sodium

supply, and the nozzle chamber with the nozzle hole. Both chambers are

connected by a 50 mm long capillary. The nozzle alvxmber is kept at a higher

temperature than the oven chamber to prevent condensation of sodium in the

nozzle.
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capillary less likely. Another problem that may occur is that the connection

between oven and nozzle chamber becomes clogged by dirt that is carried in

liquid sodium and deposited at the hottest spot in the oven, which is the

connection between oven and nozzle chamber. The sodium wettens the wall of the

oven chamber and evaporates at the hottest spot. In this process all dirt

carried in the liquid is deposited at this hot spot and a simple orifice which

starts here could become clogged during operation of the beam source.

The oven chamber is sealed with a stainless steel flange, 20 mm wide, and

an OFHC copper gasket. The nozzle chamber is sealed with a similar copper

gasket and a stainless steel flange in which the 0.2 rum nozzle hole is

drilled.

3.2.2 The helium beam source

Helium gas with a pressure of 700 Torr is expanded through a quartz

nozzle with 20 )jm diameter. The supersonic beam is collimated by a skimmer

(0.6 mm) and crosses the Na2 beam 3 mm behind the skimmer tip. Both skimmer

and nozzle can be moved with electromotors to align the secondary beam for 90°

crossing and maximum attenuation of the Na2 beam. The He-source chamber is

pumped separately with a 1300 Jl/s diffusion pump maintaining a pressure of

5.0x10 Torr. A system of flexible curtains maintains a nearly vacuum tight

separation between the two rooms. The only gas entering the main chamber is

the secondary beam itself, the pressure rise in the main chamber due to this

flow is small (5.Ox1o'~6 Tc

scattering of the Na? beam.

flow is small (5.0x10 Torr) and does not cause any significant background

3.3 The detection of the alignment

Those moleculps which are scattered over the selected scattering angle

can enter the detection chamber through a 2 mm wide collimator separating the

main chamber from the detection chamber. First they pass through a solenoid

magnet. The path through th.- solenoid is 70 mm long and perpendicular to the

field direction. In the magnetic field the molecular angular momentum is

rotated by precession over the precession angle g. The precession frequency,

ID, is a linear function of the field strength, B,

u <* B . (1 )



The total precession angle after passage through the field for molecules with

a given velocity v is then given by

B « - ƒ BU)d l . (2)

The solenoid has therefore been calibrated by measuring the field strength at

every point along the path through the magnet with a Hall probe. The result is

shown in figure 3. Since jBdi is proportional to the electrical current

through the solenoid, 6 is directly proportional to the current.

After the molecules have passed through the solenoid they are excited by

a crossing laser beam tuned to resonance with a transition in the X-A band of

the molecule. This probe laser beam is linearly polarized and enters the

vacuum chamber through a Brewster window. After crossing the molecular beam,

the laser beam leaves the vacuum chamber through a similar Brewster window and

hits a photodiode for monitoring the laser intensity. The laser used to excite

10

[mTA1]

LASER
POSITION

0.00 ~ 0.10
DISTANCE FROM SCATTERING CENTER

0.20
[m]

Figure 3

The magnetic field strength per unit current as a function of the position

along the molecular beam path.



the molecules is a Coherent 599-21 scanning single frequency dye laser. The

dye, Rhodamine B, is pumped by a Spectra Physics model 171 Argon ion laser.

The fluorescence is collected with a spherical mirror and a condenser

lens (see figure H). The collected light passes through a window in the vacuum

tank and is focused on the photocathode of a photomultiplier with which the

intensity is measured. The photomultiplier, model 9863A/350, is manufactured

by EMI and selected for red sensitivity.

A severe limitation, when working with very low light levels, is the

amount of stray light from the laser beam that is scattered in the optics.

This stray light can be reduced very effectively by passing the laser bean

through a series of light baffles in the vacuum tank before and after crossing

the molecular beam. This way the stray light was reduced to a sufficiently low

level.

LASER BEAM

MIRROR I

\

\

\

WINDCH

PHOTO
MULTIPLIER

BAFFLE

V
Figure 4

The fluorescence detection.

In the detention chamber the molecules excited by the probe laser beam. The

fluorescence is detected by a photomultiplier. The probe beam passes through a

series of light baffles to reduce the stray light from the optics and windoas.

1)2



3.4 State selection

3.4.1 State selection of the final rotational state

State selection of the rotational state, Jf, of the scattered molecule is

inherent to the detection method since the molecules are detected with a laser

that is tuned to a transition in the X-A band that originates from one

particular ro-vibrational level, (v=0,J^.). This way only the molecules in J^

are seen. The vibrational state of the molecules studied was always the ground

state because the vibrationally excited states arf. not sufficiently occupied

to enable detection of the alignment with sufficient accuracy.

3.^.2 State selection of the initial rotational state

It is interesting to compare the contributions to the alignment of J^

from molecules that were in different states Jt before the collision and that

made a transition to Jf. We therefore also needed state selection of Jj. This

was done by optical pumping of the J^state. The Na2 beam is crossed with

another laser beam directly after the expansion. This laser is tuned to

resonance with a transition out of the J^-state. The molecules in the state

(v'O.Jj) in the electronic ground state are then excited to the state (ve,Je)

in the excited state (figure 5). In the subsequent decay the molecules fall

back to the electronic ground state but they do not necessarily return to the

vibrational ground state. This will cause the depletion of •"he J^-level in the

v=0 state. If the laser has sufficient power and the residence time in the

laser field is long compared to the lifetime of the exited state, all

molecules in (v=O,Jj) will have gone to higher vibrational levels. This effect

is called optical pumping [Dru 69, Dru 73]. The selection of a

transition (J.-»J ) can be achieved now by monitoring the fluorescence

intensity of Jj. in the detection chamber while the optical pumping is switched

on and off. Removal of a certain J^ state by optical pumping will result in a

decrease of the fluorescence intensity from the molecules in Jf which

corresponds to the contribution of the molecules in Ĵ  that made a scattering

induced transition to J^. The relative reduction in fluorescence intensity is

proportional to the cross section a(Jf,J.,0). This reduction in fluorescence

intensity is then measured as a function of ühe magnetic field strength, and

the alignment of the molecules that made this particular (J.->Jf) rotational

transition is determined.



The optical pumping device is located directly behind the skimmer in the

sodium beam. The laser light is transported through the vacuum by a multimode

optical fiber (200 um core diameter). This fiber transports light from another

599-21 scanning single frequency dye laser. In a multimode fiber the

polarization of the laser beam is scrambled because the polarization of all

modes is rotated differently in the fiber. This is an advantage because the

optical pumping will now empty all different orientations of Ji with equal

probability. It was verified experimentally that there is indeed no

mj-selection in the optical pumping.

U680cm'

A T ;

-IV,.J,=V"

Figure 5

Potential energy curves for the X and A states of Na2~ The molecules are

excited from the vibrational ground state (v=0) in the electronic ground state

to (i>=9) in the excited state. Upon emission of the fluorescence photon the

molecule can return to any vibraiional level in the electronic ground state.
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3.5 Data collection and control of the experiment

A schematic drawing of the electronics is provided in figure 6. The heart

of the experiment is a special purpose microcomputer with a 6809 processor

running a compiled Basic program. The computer controls the experiment:

- It counts the pulses from the photomultiplier.

- It controls the scattering angle through a st.epper-motor-drive, which

rotates both beam sources together.

- It controls the magnetic field through a current source which is able

to produce stabilized currents between -20 A and +20 A.

- It operates two molecular beam shutters, one in the primary beam and one

in the secondary beam.

- It operates a shutter in the pumping laser beam, to switch the optical

pumping on and off.

The frequencies of the dye lasers are locked to the optical transition with a

"laser-lock". This device modulates the laser frequency over 2 MHz and

corrects the drift of the frequency with an offset produced by integrating the

output of a phase sensitive detect ir which monitors the fluorescence

intensity.
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF SCATTERING INDUCED ANGULAR MOMENTUM

ALIGNMENT IN STATE SELECTED ROTATIONAL TRANSITIONS

4.1 Introduction

The angular momentum, J, of a rotating molecule influences the collision

between the molecules. Not only the internal energy associated with the

angular momentum is important, but also the orientation of the angular

momentum should be considered. The energy exchange between the rotation and

the kinetic energy of the collision has been studied extensively in the last

years and is well understood by now. Several experiments have been made to

determine cross sections for rotational energy transfer [And 82, Bar 82,

Ber 80, Buc 78, Dag 80, Dag 85, Gen77a, Gen 77b, Jon 82, Ser 81]. From the

theoretical side an approximation to the close coupled equations has been

developed, called the centrifugal sudden or CS approximation [McL 84], which

accurately describes the rotational energy transfer.

The situation is less clear with respect to the orientation of the

angular momentum. Only a few mj-sensitive experiments were done so far

[Ben 64, Bor 79, Mey 81, Thu 79, Tso 79, Tre 83, Vis 77a, Zan 77].

Furthermore, the CS approximation that was so successful in the case of

rotational energy transfer is not likely to work as well for fully state

selected cross sections aU',m„, J. ,m.) because the CS approximation conserves

nij, which is only correct in the limit of scattering of hard ellipsoids

[Kha 81, Orl 84].

We report here a molecular beam experiment in which the production of

alignment in Na2~He collisions was measured in differential scattering. In the

experiment a Nag beam, for which the distribution of the angular momenta can

be shown to be approximately isotropic, is crossed with a helium beam. On

scattering the molecules make transitions from J^ to Ĵ . and the orientation of

the angular momenta is no longer isotropic: angular momentum alignment is

produced. The word "alignment" will be used to describe any deviation from an

isotropic distribution of the angular momenta. It has two aspects: on the one

hand the symmetries in the nonspherical distribution reflect the symmetries in

the collision process that produced the alignment, and on the other hand the

degree of alignment reveals that the state selected differential cross section



is rtij-dependent.

In our experiment we determined the angular momentum alignment by

precession jjiduced modulation £f fluorescence, PIMOF (chapter II). Two

alignment parameters, A2 and o, are determined with PIMOF. A2 is the degree of

the alignment and a is the angle between the principal axis of the

orientational distribution and the final Ma2 velocity (in the lab frame). We

will call a the "direction" of the alignment. See chapter II in which the

PIMOF method is treated extensively.

Figure 1

The experimental setup.

Aligned molecules are produced in the scattering of Na2 and ff< • Molecules

scattered over Q first pass through a solenoid magnet, subsequently they
X 3D

pass a crossing laser beam. The fluorescence that is induced by the laser

light is deteated with a photornultiplier. Before scattering, the Nag beam is

crossed with a second laser beam with which state selection of the initial

rotational state can be made.
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4.2 The experimental setup

An overview of the experimental setup is given in figure 1. The Na2 beam

is produced by a supersonic expansion of sodium gas through a nozzle. After

collimation the beam is crossed at right angles by a supersonic helium beam.

The molecules which are scattered over the selected scattering angle enter the

detection chamber. The collision energy cannot be adjusted and is always

approximately 0.1 eV. To change the scattering angle, both beam sources can be

rotated simultaneously around a vertical axis through the crossing point of

both beams. (For details see chapter III.)

In the detection chamber the scattered molecules first pass through a

magnetic field; the field rotates all angular momenta by precession over an

angle which is proportional to the field strength and the time spent in the

magnetic field. Subsequently the molecules are excited by a linearly polarized

laser beam and the fluorescence intensity is detected. The intensity of the

induced fluorescence depends on the orientation of the distribution of J with

respect to the plane of polarization of the laser light. Because the magnetic

field rotates the distribution of the angular momenta, switching the magnetic

field on and off will modulate the fluorescence intensity. The modulation

depth of the fluorescence is directly proportional to the alignment

(chapter II). In this way the alignment of one particular J-level, Ĵ ., after

scattering is measured.

To allow the study of the contribution of elastic and inelastic

transitions to the alignment of J*. it is necessary to select a well-defined

J-level before scattering, J^. This is achieved by depleting the selected

Jj-level by means of optical pumping with another laser, tuned to resonance

with a transition originating from J^. The change in fluorescence intensity

from the Jf-level, when the optical pumping is switched on and off, is

proportional to the differential cross section for the transition from J^ to

Jj. [Ber 80]. The alignment is then studied by the modulation of the

fluorescence-intensity with the magnetic field strength.

1.3 Analysis of the experimental corrections and uncertainties

The alignment that is produced in the scattering is an alignment of the

molecular angular momentum, J. However, J is not conserved in free flight, the

conserved quantity being the total angular momentum including the nuclear



spin, F=J+I. Due to the strong I-J coupling J will precess rapidly around F,

thus partly degrading the produced alignment. This degraded A2 is measured.

The correction factor, g2, with which A2 has to be multiplied, depends on the

J-level and can in our experiment be shown to be [Gre 83]

2 _ y(2F+1)*j F F 2, m
g ~ £ 21 + 1 ' J J I ' ' U J

where (J denotes a 6j-coefficient. All Aj's in this chapter have been

corrected for the internal precession.

A-> and a are subject to several corrections inherent to a molecular beam

experiment and corrections due to the detection method: the corrections for

velocity spread and angular distribution of the velocities in the beams, and

the correction for the angular resolution of the detector.

It is found that both A2 and a do not depend strongly on the scattering

angle. Measurements at 2 ° l a b and t°iai3 do not deviate much from the results at

3°lab (table IH)« I n vie* °f the angular resolution of our detector (0.2°) it

is clear that the corrections for angular distribution and velocity spread in

the beams will be small. In general the corrections on a are less than 1° and

the corrections on A-, are a few percent, as was verified with a Monte Carlo

simulation of the angular distribution and velocity spread in both molecular

beams.

Another correction is of more importance: in the analysis of the

experimental method (chapter II) it was assumed that the fluorescence is

detected in one direction by a point-like photon detector. The aperture of the

detecting optics, however, is not zero. The correction on A£ due to the large

aperture can be calculated and was shown to be approximately 10?. This result

was verified by repeating a measurement, of a known alignment, with a very

small aperture. In both calculation and measurement a was not influenced by

different detection optics and therefore no errors in o occur.

It was assumed in the introHuction that the orientational distribution of

the angular momenta shows spherical symmetry before the scattering. This is

not strictly true because the molecules become aligned in the supersonic

expansion that produces the molecular beam [Vis 77b, Sin 713. This alignment,

called the nozzle alignment, is very small but cannot always be neglected in

the analysis of our data. The nozzle alignment is superimposed on the produced

alignment and was corrected for in the analysis. Th-a nozzle alignment was

measured as a function of J, and the results are in good agreement with the
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measurements of Visser [Vis 77b], if we allow for the difference in definition

of A2- We found that A2 n o z is roughly proportional with J; for J=28 the

nozzle alignment was found to be A2 nOz=~(''p^i|• ^ n e nozz^e alignment displays

axial symmetry around the molecular beam axis and therefore a =-G. , . The
noz lab

nozzle alignment can cause an error in the measurements of both A2 and a. For

our data the correction on Ao is never more than a few percent. For J=28 and

|A2|>0.'l the correction on a is less than 2°. In the worst case in our data,

i.e J=28 and ̂ ^---0.2, the apparent a is 6° smaller than the value for an

initially isotropic distribution.

A possible cause for systematical errors is optical pumping by the

detecting probe laser. When the intensity of the probing light is too high the

observed alignment of the molecules is changed by the probing light because of

the preferential depletion of some mj-levels by the polarized light [Dru 69,

D m 73, Vis 77cJ. The probe laser should therefore have a sufficiently low

intensity to prevent optical pumping of the detected molecules and yet have

enough intensity to allow reasonably short measuring times. A series of

alignment measurements, with different laser intensities, was therefore made

to select a laser intensity that does not noticeably influence A-, and a. All

other measurements were performed with this intensity.

A number of consistency tests have been made with this apparatus to check

the validity of the analysis in chapter II.

1) The alignment of the J=0 level was measured. This alignment has to be

zero and was verified to be so.

2) Several measurements of the alignment for different rotational

transitions were repeated with different orientations of the laser

polarization to check the angular dependences in the analysis.

3) An independent check on systematic shifts in a is provided by measuring

the nozzle alignment. For symmetry reasons the direction of this

alignment has to coincide with the beam axis and this provides a nice

check on the determination of a. Furthermore the A2 of the nozzle

alignment was in good agreement with results of previous experiments by

Visser [Vis 77b].
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1.1 Results

Most measurements were performed at a laboratory scattering angle of

3°lab (3°°CM^- This angle was chosen because the contribution of the other

CM-scattering angle (-106°, see Newton diagram, figure 8) is negligible due to

the strong forward peaking of the differential cross section. A further

advantage of this angle is that relatively few inelastic channels contribute

to the total differential cross section: at 3° the contribution of AJ=0 to the

total differential cross section is about 30$ and AJ=+2 and AJ=-2 contribute

20? each, while only 30% of the molecules make stronger inelastic transitions.

The intensity of the channels with |AJ|=0, 2 and 1 is sufficient to enable

reliable measurements of the alignment.

Measurements at angles smaller than 3 ° l a b are more difficult because the

elastic transition starts to dominate and a detectable contribution of

molecules from the primary beam may disturb the measurements.

M.H.I Scattering by helium

The results that were obtained for scattering of Na2 by He over 3° in the

laboratory frame of reference are presented in tables I and II. Table I

contains the data for the magnitude of the alignment, A-,. Whenever the

direction of the alignment could be obtained with sufficient reliability, the

corresponding a is given in table II. To simplify the discussion, part of the

data is also plotted in figures 2-6.

For elastic scattering, AJ=O (figure 2), A2 is found to be zero for

J=0, as it should be, and increases rapidly with J. Beyond J = 1, A2 reaches an

almost constant positive value of 0.6. For all inelastic transitions the A2 of

the observed alignment is negative. Especially the large AJ transitions

exhibit a very strong alignment. The AJ=-2 transition shows almost no

alignment for the lower J-levels but the A2 is certainly negative. The overall

behavior of the alignment is best seen when Ap is plotted as a function

of AJ (figure 5). Large differences in A2 for different AJ transitions are

found. In figure 6 the direction of the alignment is shown.

The alignment in scattering by He has also been measured at some other

angles (table III). From these data it can be observed that A2 does not depend

strongly on the scattering angle for inelastic transitions. For elastic

transitions A2 increases about linearly for small angles, beyond 1° the degree



Table I

Na2-fie. The degree of alignment,

Jf

2

4

6

8

10

12

U

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

.24

.27

.24

.30

.36

.26

±0

±0

+0

+0

±0

±0

.11

.07

.07

.05

.05

.06

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

AJ=-2

.05

.10

.11

.05

.19

.24

±0

±0

+0

±0

±0

±0.

.03

.07

.04

06

06

07

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.26

.64

.54

.56

.50

.58

.61

.57

.65

.64

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0.

.10

.22

.09

.06

03

04

05

04

07

04

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

AJ=+2

.33

.21

.24

.29

.14

.17

.17

23

±0

±0

±0

±0

+0

±0

±0

±0.

.05

.03

.03

.04

.07

02

02

06

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

AJ= +

.45

.30

.38

.37

.34

+0

±0

±0

±0

±0

4

.04

.05

.12

.05

.04

The measurements are labeled by the final J-levél, J*
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Table II

Nag-He. Direction of the alignment, a, in degrees

0lab=3°'

Jf

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

AJ= -i\

65. ±10.

67. ±10.

AJ = -2

71. ±10.

67. + 7.

63

64

63

67

66

65

63

65

AJ=0

. ± 5.

. ± 6.

. ± 4.

. ± 3.

. ± 3-

.1± 1.3

.3± 2.5

.0± 1.5

66.

66.

68.

67.

66.

59.

67.

58.

AJ=+2

+ 10.

± 5.

± 5.

± 5.

± 8.

±10.

±15.

± 5.

63.

76.

66.

58.

AJ=+4

± 8.

±15.

± 4.

±10.

The measurements are labeled by the final J-level, J*
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Table III

The alignment of scattering; some other angles

Helium,

Jf

16

Helium,

Jf

6

10

16

18 C

Helium,

Jf

18

Helium,

Jf

10

12

18

A

0

0

0

«lab" 1" 5

0lab= 2''

AJ

.28±0.02

0 l a b = 4 ° '

AJ =

0.85±0.06

°' 6CM

9 C M = 2

= 0
a

63.±

0 C M = 3 5

0
a

64. ±

eCM=i

AJ=0

2

.58±O.13

• 67±O.13

.86+0.09

91.±

98.+'

98.+

= 16.

.5°

5.

.3°,

6.

50°,

7.

0.

7.

6°, a
apse

A2

-0.24±0

= 47.

AJ =

.07

, a =49.2°
apse

A2

-0.26±0.

-0.28+0.

a =54
apse

AJ =

05

04

.6°

a =102°
apse

r

+ 2
a

a

67.+ 10.

64.± 7.

AJ = -2

AT
 a

-O.10±0.0rj

Values for a are given only when they aould be obtained with

sufficient reliablity
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Table IV

The alignment of Afag with other scattering partners

Neon,

Jf

28

Argon

Jf

18

30

Argon,

Jf

18

ülab=3°

A2

0.91±0.

0lab=2

A2

0.23 +0

W'

A2

' S C M

AJ=0

03

AJ=O

.02

' 9CM

AJ-0

0.93±O.O8

. ,

a

71

a

80

=8.

a

80.

7°,

.8±2

.3°,

± 3

6°,

± 6.

aapse=611-50

.0

a =70.1°
apse

AJ=+2

A 2

-0.28±0.05 79.±10.

a =70.2°
apse
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30

Figure 2
The degree of alignment as a funation of the final rotational level for

elastic scattering.

Figure 3
The degree of alignment as a funation of the final rotational level for an

inelastic transition. «= the model prediction for A2-
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-1.0

Figure 4

The degree of alignment as a function of the final rotational level for an

inelastic transition. x= the model prediction for A%.

Figure 5

The degree of alignment ae a function of the rotational transition for jf=i8.

x= the model prediction for A2'
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of alignment does not increase much further. Due to the larger error bars no

detailed information about the angular dependence of direction of the

alignment could be obtained.

4.1.2 Scattering by other gases

We have also made some measurements with other scattering partners, neon

and argon. These data are entered in table IV.

Figure 6

The diveetlon of the alignment, a> as a function of the final rotational level

for elastia scattering.
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1.5 Discussion

It has been stated by Schinke et al. and Khare et al. and has been used

extensively in coupled states calculations, that mj is approximately conserved

in hard, sudden collisions when the momentum transfer vector is chosen as the

quantization axis for mj [Sen 80, Kha 81, Kha 82]. In combination with the

occurrence of inelastic transitions in the collision, mj conservation will

lead to angular momentum alignment as can be seen by the following arguments:

take for instance the transitions in which rotational energy is gained (Jf>Ji)

and take the Jj-level to be oriented isotropically; the m^ levels will then be

equally populated. But the m^-levels will not be equally populated since

conservation of mj requires the m^-levels with mj.>Jj to remain empty (see

figure 7). This produces alignment of Jf with a negative A2. The value of A2

can be calculated immediately from the expected distribution over the mj

levels and for comparison these calculated values for A2 are shown together

with the experimental data for positive AJ transitions in figures 3 and 4. The

agreement is good for most J-levels. It should be noted that this model

predicts the degree of alignment for these positive AJ to be independent of

scattering angle and of scattering partner, which is in agreement with our

observations.

For transitions with Jj.<Ĵ  no restrictions for the distribution over m̂ .

exist and therefore no alignment is expected as long as a does not depend on

mj. This prediction is not fully confirmed by the experimental data. For

AJ=-2 the alignment is indeed small but for the AJ=-'t transition the measured

A2 is strongly negative. This deviation indicates that the differential cross

section, a(J-,m.,J.,m.,0) depends strongly on the mj states. The states with

small values of |mj| have a larger cross section.

The elastically scattered molecules are aligned presumably because some

orientations of J preferably take the inelastic channels: if nij is conserved

only molecules in a state with small mj can make the negative AJ transitions

while the larger mj states stay in the initial J-state. The A2 of the elastic

transition will be positive as is confirmed by the experimental data. In the

nij conserving model no a priori prediction about the value of A2 can be made.

The elastic and inelastic cross sections will have to be known to calculate

the alignment for the elastic transition.

From the data in table III it can be observed that the dependence on

scattering angle for the A2 of elastically scattered molecules is different
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Figure 7

A model for the production of alignment in inelastio scattering.

When the projection of J on a z-axis is conserved, alignment is produced in

positive &J transitions, starting with an isotropic distribution of J. Fur

transitions with AJ<O, J conservation does not lead to alignment production.



from the inelastically scattered molecules: at angles below 1° â[j the A2 of

elastically scattered molecules increases while the A2 of the inelastic

scatterers is constant. This observation is consistent with the observations

in chapter V of the total alignment, i.e. the alignment of all molecules in a

particular J-state after scattering irrespective of Ji# It can be seen in

figure V,1 that the total alignment is zero for scattering angles below 5°lat).

Since the fraction of molecules that scatter inelastically increases with

scattering angle and the alignment of those molecules is independent of

scattering angle, the alignment of the elastically scattered molecules will

have to increase to keep the total alignment zero.

So far we only considered the degree of alignment production in the

collision. The other aspect of the alignment, the direction of the alignment,

given by the angle a (see figure 6), presents a serious problem. The model

prediction for a is clearly wrong: if we assume that the AJ vectors are

randomly oriented in the plane perpendicular to the momentum transfer vector

AP, strict mj conservation will produce an alignment with axial symmetry

around the momentum transfer axis. For a slowly rotating hard ellipsoid, the

assumption of random AJ can be proven to hold strictly and Poppe showed with a

numerical method that this is still true under the real scattering conditions

for our Na2~He experiment [Pop 85]. We therefore expect that the alignment

shows axial symmetry in the direction of AP. From the Newton diagram

(figure 8) we can calculate that the angle between AP and the final Na2

velocity in the lab frame, denoted by a , is 52° for a laboratory
apse

scattering angle of 3° (the scattering angle in the experiment). The

measured a differs from this expected angle, see table II; this is

particularly clear for the elastic scattering (figure 6): a is seen to be

65° in contrast with an a of 52°. All measurements show the same angle of
3.pS 6

about 65°. Such a shift in o was not found in measurements for AJ=0 at I2*0^!,

(backward scattering in the CM frame) which is in agreement with our report on

the alignment of the total differential cross section, without Jj state

selection [chapter V, Tre 83].

In measurements performed with neon, also at 10°PM, a similar shift is

found. In this case the difference between a and o is 7°. For argon, at
exp apse

4.3°CM, the difference is approximately 10° (table IV).

It is tempting to attribute the shift in a to the breakdown of strict mj

conservation and thus to the fact that the interaction is not really sudden.

As was remarked in the introduction, strict mj conservation will only occur in
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the limit of scattering of hard ellipsoids. Scattering of Na^ by He at 0.1 eV

over 30°^ is certainly near this limit because of the small well depth of the

Na2-He potential, 0.001 eV. Yet we believe that our data show that mj

transitions do occur. If this is the case, mj conserving approximations will

not be able to describe the experimental data correctly. Further research is

needed. It will be particularly interesting to see to what extent different

approxiraation methods, especially the CS and RCS [McL 84] methods, are able to

describe the alignment.

Hgure 8

The Newton diagram for Na.2-He scattering at Q =3°.
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1.6 Conclusion

We can summarize the results by stating that the production of alignment

in scattering can be understood from simple considerations, based on the

assumption that there is an mj-conserving axis in the collision. The degree of

alignment is understood quite well this way except for the larger negative

AJ transitions. The deviations from the model predictions for Ag show that

the differential cross sections depend strongly on mj.

More problems arise with the direction of the alignment. This direction

is, for all elastic and inelastic transitions, shifted away unexpectedly from

the momentum transfer vector by more than 10°. The deviation is probably

caused by nonstrict conservation of mj.
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CHAPTER V

THE TOTAL ALIGNMENT

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will present data on the total alignment of the final

rotational state, Ĵ ., when no state selection of the initial state, Jj, is

made. The alignment as measured is made up of contributions from groups of

molecules that came from different Jj before the collision. From the

experiments on the J^-state selected alignment (chapter IV) it is known that

the A2's for elastic and inelastic rotational transitions have opposite sign.

This means that elastic and inelastic contributions to the total alignment

tend to compensate. Hence one expect? the total alignment to be smaller than

the state selected alignment and behave differently as function of J.

The situation is further complicated by the fact that it can be expected

that the distribution of the scattered molecules over the rotational states is

different from the incoming one, due to' the occurrence of inelastic

transitions. When the distributions before and after scattering are close

enough to equilibrium this change in occupation of the rotational states can

be expressed in a change of the temperature of the rotational degree of

freedom, Tr. We have therefore included measurements of this quantity in this

chapter.

We will first present the experimental results. In the discussion that

follows, an attempt will be made to explain the results obtained, in terms of

the state selected alignment measurements from chapter IV.

5.2 Results

The measurements have been performed following the method discussed in

chapter IV. From the raw data the degree of alignment and the direction of the

alignment were extracted. All corrections discussed in chapter IV were

applied. Part of these data have been published in Chemical Physics

Letters [Tre 83].



5.2.1 The magnitude of the total alignment

In figure 1 the degree of alignment, A2, is plotted as a function of the

scattering angle, 01 . , for J f «i8 , with He as the scattering partner. The

alignment before scattering is given as the result for 0 ° l a t ) . I t is clear from

the figure that alignment is only produced at large scattering angles,
6 >6°, i . e . more than 50° in the center-of-mass frame. Furthermore, even at
lab

Hl«> . the alignment is an order of magnitude smaller than the alignments of

the J j - s ta te selected transitions mat together make up the alignment of J f .

At 3° the total alignment is zero: the constituting s ta te selected alignments

cancel completely.

The magnitude of the alignment was also measured as a function of J f at

^ " l a b ' i > e " b a c k w a r d scattering in the center of mass frame; the results are

shown in figure 2. The magnitude of the alignment depends very sensitively on

J f j there is even a change of sign in A2 around Jf=10. In the s ta te selected

case such a behavior was never observed. For scattering with neon (figure 3)

the magnitude of the alignment is larger bu; the J-dependence is similar.

10 [DEG] 15

Figure 1
The A2 for the total alignment as a function of the laboratory scattering

angle. J = i8.
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5.2.2 The direction of the total alignment

At almost all angles the analysis of the relative change in fluorescence

intensity, AI(B)/I(0), is severely hampered by the contributions of two

centei—of-mass scattering angles to one laboratory scattering angle (see the

Newton diagram, figure 6). This results in contributions to the fluorescence

of groups of molecules with very different velocities. These groups also have

different directions and magnitudes of alignment. Since the precession angle

is inversely proportional to velocity of the molecules, AI(B)/I(O) is made up

of two oscillating curves with different periods and phases. The result is a

complex behavior (see figure 1) which cannot possibly be fitted with

confidence because there are too many free parameters. For this reason the

direction of the alignment cannot be determined.
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Figure 4

The relative change in fluorescence intensity for 6.5°, K. At this scattering
X 3 D

angle, two groups of molecules with different alignment and different

velocities contribute to the fluorescence. The alignment parameters for both

groups cannot be recovered from the resultant magnetic field dependence.



It is only possible to determine a in two cases: when one of the velocity

groups has a much smaller intensity than the other one and when the velocities

coincide. The first is the case for scattering over small angles. At 3°iab the

two CM angles are 30° and 105° and since the differential cross section peaks

in the forward direction, the 30° group dominates anc the smaller group can be

neglected. Unfortunately the total alignment at 3° is to.> small to determine

the direction of the alignment. For large scattering angles the velocities of

the two groups near each other and for scattering at 1^°iat,
 t n e t w 0 groups

almost coincide. Therefore, the only clear determination of the direction of

alignment for scattering with helium were made at this angle. The result is

presented in figure 5. The measurements can almost be fitted with the curve

for one velocity group. If two equal intensity velocity groups are assumed

with a velocity difference of 12$, a reasonable value according to the Newton

diagram, the fit becomes perfect. The ci-rection of the alignment, expressed in

the angle a between the principal axis of the angular momentum distribution

and the molecular velocity, is seen from figure 5 to be 102°±2°.

0.3

0.2

-0.1

Na2-He
TOTAL ALIGNMENT

-8 -6 -2
1SOL

IA]

^ b . dached curve is
Figure 5
The relative change in fluoresaenae intensity for

a fit with one velocity group.
The drawn curve is a fit with two groups having 12% difference in velocity.
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This angle is in agreement with that found for the Jj-state selected alignment

at 11)0 (chapter IV) and coincides with the direction of the momentum transfer

vector for this scattering angle (figure 6).

5.2.3 The temperature of the rotational degrees of freedom

Before continuing with the discussion it is convenient to present first

the data that where obtained for the distribution of the molecules over the

rotational states before and after the scattering. For molecules in

equilibrium the distribution over the rotational states can be written as

n(J) oc (2J+1 )expj-
-B

kT
(1)

Here T p is the temperature of the rotational degrees of freedom and Be is the

V.H,

Figure 6

The Newton diagram for Na^-He scattering at Q K
=



rotational constant of the molecule, Be=0.1547cnT
1 for Na2. From measurements

of n(J) the rotational temperature of the molecules can therefore be found

from a plot of log{". ,) versus J(J+1). The slope of the line gives the

temperature. In our case the occupation of the rotational states was found by

tuning the laser to resonance with a transition from a particular J-level and

measuring the fluorescence intensity from that J-level. The fluorescence

intensity is proportional to the occupation of that rotational state, since

the Franck-Condon factors are almost independent from J. The fluorescence

intensity still depends on the kind of transition used for the excitation but

this can be taken into account by plotting Ifl/(J'+J"+1) versus J"(J"+1),

with J" the rotational level in the ground state and J' the level in the

excited state [Her 50]. An example is shown in figure 7. In this figure the

distribution over the rotational levels is presented for molecules before and

after scattering by He over 10°lat). The points in figure 7 are reasonably

close to a straight line which validates the assignment of a rotational

400 500

Figure 7

Semilogarithmic plot of the rotational level population before scattering and

after scattering over 10°, h.



temperature to the molecules for the range of J-levels that we are interested

in.

Figure 8 shows the dependence of the temperature on the scattering angle.

For scattering angles between 0 ° l a b and 5 ° l a b the temperature does not

increase measurably and is the same a.< the temperature before scattering

(entered in the figure at 0° l a b). At larger angles the temperature increases

with scattering angle. For backward scattering, around 1^°lab, the temperature

increases from 70 K to about 110 K. This increase is remarkably small when

compared with the available energy in the collision: 1200 K.

To understand this behavior it is necessary to consider the increase in

the average J needed for an increase in temperature of such a magnitude. When

T„ is 70 K the average J value <J> is 15.2, at 80 K, <J> = 16.3 and at 140 K,

<J> has increased to 21.7. Hence for a 10 K increase in temperature, <J> will

have to increase by 1.1. This is improbable at small scattering angles. It is

known from chapter IV that, although the majority of the molecules scatter

inelastically, most transitions correspond to small values of AJ and the

probability to make a positive &J transition is almost equal to the

probability to make a negative AJ transition. The increase in <J> can only be

150

[K]

100

TROT
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Na2-He

..•1
, \

I l I i l I • • • 1 1 1

0 o 5
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Figure 8

The temperature of the rotational degrees of freedom as a function of the

scattering angle. Only at backward scattering (=1140 ) a significant part of

the available kinetic energy (1200 K) is transferred to the rotational degrees

of freedom.
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large if contributions of large AJ transitions become important. This is only

the case for large angle scattering [Ber 80], where the molecules are able to

pick up a larger part of the available kinetic energy. But even for this

scattering angle the increase in rotational temperature is only 70 K.

5.3 Discussion

Together with the cross sections for all transitions from Ĵ  to Ĵ ., which

are known from experiments and calculations [Ber 80], the state selected

alignment of the molecules can be used to calculate the total alignment of Ĵ ..

This quantitative approach is hindered at present by a lack of knowledge about

the alignment of molecules that made very large AJ transitions. (We could

only obtain experimental data on the state selected alignment for very

small AJ transitions (chapter IV)). As was discussed in the introductory

chapter, scattering calculations will not be very helpful in the

interpretation of the total alignment since exact calculations are

prohibiti'-t-ly expensive and approximate calculations unreliable as far as

alignment production is concerned. The discussion of the total alignment will

therefore be limited to some qualitative remarks.

The most remarkable feature of the total alignment is the change of sign

in Aj as a function of J (figures 2 and 3). From the data on the state

selected alignment (chapter IV) it is known that the alignment production for

inelastic transitions always has a negative A-? and for elastic transitions a

positive A2- The balance between the elastic and inelastic contributions to a

particular Jj.-level therefore determines the sign of A2 for the total

alignment. The change of sign can be reproduced qualitatively in a calculation

in which the model for the production of alignment from chapter IV is used, to

provide data on the alignment for the larger AJ transitions. The quantitative

agreement, however, is poor. This can be attributed to the model for the

production of the alignment which is not tested for |AJ|i6 and is known to

fail for negative AJ transitions.

Another question that should be discussed is suggested by the data in

figure 1: why is it that for scattering angles below 5 ° l a b the contributions

from the state selected alignment cancel completely although the alignment

production in the state selected transitions is very large? A clue to the

understanding of this effect is found from the increase in rotational

temperature with scattering angle (figure 8). From these data a remarkable
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correlation was found between the degree of alignment and the increase in

rotational temperature. As can be seen when comparing figures 1 and 8, the

angular dependence is very much the same for both quantities. In particular

the small angle behavior is the same: the rotational temperature starts to

deviate from its value before scattering when the scattering angle is larger

than 5° l a b; at this angle the production of alignment also starts. Apparently

an increase in rotational temperature is necessary for the production of

alignment.
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OPLIJNING VAN HET IMPULSMOMENT DOOR VERSTROOIING IN EEN MOLECULAIRE BUNDEL

SAMENVATTING

Een vrij molecuul kan roteren, en bij een botsing met een ander molecuul

kan zowel de rotatiesnelheid als de stand van de rotatie-as veranderen. Met de

rotatie van het molecuul correspondeert een impulsmoment, J. De grootte van J

correspondeert met de rotatiesnelheid van het molecuul en de richting van J

valt samen met de rotatie-as van het molecuul. In dit proefschri ft wordt een

experiment beschreven waarmee de invloed van een botsing op de richting van

het impulsmoment van het molecuul kan worden bestudeerd. Dit experiment maakt

gebruik van moleculaire bundel technologie, hetgeen in ons geval inhoudt dat

in vacuüm een bundel natrium moleculen wordt gemaakt die onder een rechte hoek

gekruist wordt met een bundel helium atomen. Hierbij zullen sommige Na£

moleculen verstrooid worden door een botsing met een He atoom. Alleen het

gedeelte van de moleculen dat wordt verstrooid over een geselecteerde ver-

strooi ingshoek, 0. , kan de detect ieruunte binnenkomen. Van deze moleculen

wordt gemeten hoe de richtingen van de moleculaire impulsmomenten verdeeld

zijn.

De meest eenvoudige verdeling van richtingen van J is de isotrope,

hetgeen inhoudt dat alle richtingen van J evenveel voorkomen. Afwijkingen van

isotropie noemen we "oplijning". Aan oplijning kennen we twee parameters toe:

de sterkte van de oplijning, A2, en de richting van de oplijning, a.

Het optreden van oplijning van het impulsmoment in gassen is uitgebreid

onderzocht vanaf het moment dat duidelijk werd dat oplijning kan worden

waargenomen ;net behulp van de veldeffecten op transporteigenschappen van

gassen (Senftleben-Beenakker effecten). Het is daar echtor niet mogelijk om

gedetailleerd te kijken naar de invloed van intermoleculaire botsingen op de

oplijning van J, omdat een sterke middeling over verstrooiingshoeken en

botsingsenergieën inherent is aan experimenten met gassen. Onderzoek met

moleculaire bundels biedt daartoe wel de mogelijkheid, omdat de moleculen

hierbij worden verstrooid over een geselecteerde hoek met een goed

gedefinieerde snelheid en impulsmoment.

De meetmethode die in dit experiment wordt gebruikt is beschreven in

hoofdstukken II en III. De verstrooide Na2 moleculen worden blootgesteld aan
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gepolariseer j 1 a-sorl ieht. De kans dat een molecuul dat licht absorbeert, is

afhankelijk van de stand van zijn rotatie-as. Een inoW/euul dat licht heeft

geabsorbeerd, zendt dat licht weer uit in de vorm van fluorescent iel icht. De

intensiteit van de fluorescentie v,m de verstrooide moleculen wordt gemeten.

Wanneer nu de rotatie-assen van de moleculen een zekere mate van oplijning

vertonen, zal de fluorescentie-intensiteit afhangen van de richting van de

o°li ̂'niÏT*. Deze richting ksn v/Td^r! verdraaid door de moleculen te Isten

preeederen in een magneetveld. De fluorescentie-intensiteit zal dan

veranderen. De grootte van deze verandering geeft de sterkte van de oplijn Ing

aan: voor een isotrope verdeling van J is er geen verandering in de

fluorescentie-intensiteit, voor sterke oplijning kan de verandering oplopen

tot boven de 30%.

In hoofdstuk IV is bestudeerd hoe de oplijning afhangt van de botsings-

geïnduceerde verandering (AJ) van het quantumgetnl .1 lat i.; r-ot-itiesnelheid

van het molecuul aangeeft. Dit gebeurt door de moleculen op J te selecteren:

vóór de botsing Jj, en na de botsing Jf.. Uit de metingen blijkt dat het teken

van A2 voor moleculen die elastisch verstrooid zijn positief is, terwijl het

teken voor moleculen die inelast ise'n verstrooid zijn negatief is. De richting

van de oplijning, a, is gelijk voor alle moleculen die over dezelfde hoek

verstrooid zijn. Met behulp van een eenvoudig model kunnen deze aspecten van

de oplijning worden verklaard.

In het laatste hoofdstuk wordt de totale oplijning besproken. Met deze

term duiden we de oplijning aan van alle moleculen die dezelfde rotatie-

snelheid na de botsing hebben. In dit geval wrvdt dus niet gelet op ie

rotatiesnelheid vóór de botsing. De totale oplijning vertoont twee

opmerkelijke aspecten: zij treedt alleen op bij verstrooiing over grote hoeken

en de sterkte van de oplijning is in grote mate afhankelijk van de rotatie-

snelheid n.i de botsing. Het is op dit moment niet mogelijk orn de grootte van

de totale oplijning te vergelijken met een theoretische voorspelling, omdat de

computerberekeningen die daarvoor nodig zijn ofwel te lang duren, of te

onnauwkeurig zijn. In de discussie wordt daarom volstaan met enige

kwalitatieve opmerkingen over de mogelijke achtergronden van deze effecten.
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STELLINGEN

1) McLenithan stelt ten onrechte dat een differentiële botsingsdoorsnede de

meest fundamentele experimenteel meetbare grootheid in bundelonderzoek is.

K.D. MaLenithan en D.J. Searest, J.Chem.Phys. 80 (1984) 2480.

2) Het vergelijken van benaderde met exact berekende moleculaire differen-

tiële botsingsdoorsneden geeft een onvoldoende indruk van ae betrouw-

baarheid van de betreffende benaderingsmethode voor het uitrekenen van de

productie van oplijning van het impulsmoment.

3) Bij oplijning van het moleculaire impulsmoment, J, door een botsing is de

invloed van hogere momenten dan het tweede moment van de J-distributie,

gering.

Dit proefschrift.

^) Uit de afwijking van de zuivere cirkelvorm van de regenboog kan in

principe de gemiddelde druppelgrootte worden afgeleid.

5) Van het Reve vertaalt Borodins "Knjaz' Igor'" ten onrechte letterlijk in

"Vorst Igor".

Karet van het Reve, Geschiedenis van de Russische literatuur,

Van Oorschot, Amsterdam 1985.

6) De suggestie van Koffman, Plesset en Lees dat de door hen voorspelde

temperatuursprong in het grensvlak boven een verdampende vloeistof

onfysisch is, is niet terecht in die zin, dat deze temperatuursprong

thermodynamisch wel degelijk is toegestaan.
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